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Over the last 14 days we have entered into consultations with a number of groups including selected
Freight Forwarders and our Airline customers about the changes to our fees announced on 24th March
The outcome of these discussions is that we have decided to revise our export fees previously
announced. These revisions will have the same effective date of the 18th of April as the original
We have decided to revert to the fee structure we had previously, with a separate build up fee
for >3,500kg and >10,000kg and a terminal handling / security fee for all loose export kilograms.
While we regret a further amendment and the confusion it may cause, we have always committed to
listen to feedback and adjust to the market conditions where needed, hence the change
We have had some feedback regarding the amended times for storage FOC as well. We are not
attempting to restrict the ability for our customers to drop off / pick up cargo at times which suit them
and which are consistent with the details of the flight, but rather are trying to ensure that our terminals
retain enough space to ensure the efficient processing of cargo for all customers. Please speak with the
appropriate Cargo Manager should you need to discuss specific circumstances or have any questions
about the changes and how they affect your business.
We have also sought further professional clarifications in relation to the application of GST on exports
and have amended the applicability of GST on some export items to match this advice.
If you have any queries regarding the attached, please do not hesitate to contact any of the following:
Sydney:
Cargo Manager

Beau Paine

02 8337-9500

Melbourne:
Cargo Manager

Clayton Williams

03 8340-8100

Brisbane:
Cargo Manager

Greg Skinner

07 3216-3183

Perth
Cargo Manager

Michael McCormack

08 9479-2100

Account Enquiries:
Accounts Receivable Manager

Carol Sheppard

03 8340-8100

Regards
Darren Masters
VP Finance Oceania

